
Smyth CH 
2074-M1L CH 

UPC: 844375035607

Also Available

2074-FM CH

Fixture Finish: Chrome

Glass/Shade Finish: 

Materials: Steel

Fixture Width: 5” 12.7cm

Fixture Height: 10.25” 26.035cm

Fixture Extension 

Glass Diameter: 

Glass Height: 

Canopy Backplate Dimensions: 5”L x 5”W x 1”E 12.7cmL x 12.7cmW x 2.54cmE

Chain: NA NA

Rod: 1ea 6”, 3ea 12” 1ea 15.24cm, 3ea 30.48cm

Wire: 10’ 3.048m

Bulb Type: Incandescent, Type A

Wattage: 1 x 60W(M)

Voltage: 110

Install Position:

Approved Location: Dry Location

Safety Rating: UL,CUL

Dimensions and specifications are approximate and based on the most current information possible at the time of publication. Golden Lighting reserves the right to make design changes and modifications 
without prior notice. Golden Lighting products are UL/CUL approved. Unless otherwise noted as pending, Wattages stated are the maximum recommended; however, lower wattages may be used. Bulbs 
are not included unless otherwise noted. Larger fixtures may require reinforced outlet boxes and additional support. Receipt or possession of this catalog does not constitute an agreement to sell.
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Mini Pendant

Modern lanterns featuring a handsome beveled cage design make a modern, elegant 
statement in the Smyth collection. Clean geometry creates contemporary style with steel 
candles and candelabra bulbs encased in two glass options. The fixtures are offered in 3 
finishes: Chrome, Gunmetal Bronze and White Gold. The gleaming Chrome finish adds a 
sleek, contemporary option to this open-caged collection. A darker option, the Gunmetal 
Bronze finish has warm bronze undertones and is perfect for all industrial or vintage 
aesthetics. The White Gold finish option softens the geometric form, creating a more 
delicate and transitional appearance. The soft, White Gold finish is simply beautiful. Ideal for 
the kitchen, the mini pendant provides soft ambient downlight, illuminating a kitchen bar or 
countertop without interfering with activity on the surface.
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